
 

RFP EM-008-2019 

1. Can you provide a little additional detail about the interplay of Distributor Lighting across RFP 

EM-008 and RFP EM-007? Our initial read is that the Distributor Lighting impacts (gross verified 

kWh/kW, net verified kWh/kW etc.) would be reported under 008 (Retail and Distributor) using 

factors determined in the 007 evaluation, and that the inclusion of the Distributor Lighting 

measure counts 007 (Small Business) is more about sampling because the directly installed 

equipment is sourced through the Distributor program. In other words the data collection 

activities for 007 would be drawn from participation records in both Distributor Lighting and the 

Small Business Direct Install Program. 

a. Because EM-007-2019 is focused on commercial settings (small businesses) and EM-
008-2019 is focused on residential settings, the Trust is seeking to leverage 
measurement being performed at small businesses to include hours of use and load 
shape analysis for lamp types incentivized through the distributor lighting program.  It is 
not necessary for the lamps being measured in small businesses to have been purchased 
through the distributor lighting program if representative lamp types are included in the 
sample in sufficient quantities to meet the confidence and precision requirement. 
Note that equipment for the Small Business Initiative is sourced through distributors 

from a negotiated parts list that is independent of the midstream distributor lighting 

program measures although many lamp types are incentivized under both programs.   

Small Business Initiative projects may NOT include midstream discounted measures.  

Small businesses that participate in the Small Business Initiative can purchase 

incentivized distributor lighting program measures outside the scope of the Small 

Business Initiative project at retailers or distributors.  

b.  
 

2. In the RFP EMT asks that the contractor determine the split between residential and commercial 

use of each measure type (Page 11).  My understanding is that the incentives are upstream and 

paid to the retailer and distributor so the end point where a particular lamp lands is 

unknown.  Did EMT have a particular technique in mind for finding the endpoint of the 

upstream incentivized lamps (e.g. a survey)? 

a. The destination of lamps sold through the distributor channel are designated by the 

contractor at time of sale and recorded in the effRT database.  For the retail channel, 

this information is not collectable at the point of sale.  An alternate method of 

estimating the split between commercial and residential end users will need to be 

developed.  EMT has no preconceived expectation of how this could be accomplished 

and is open to recommendations for methodology as well as achievable specificity (i.e. 

unique defined measures or measure categories that are a combination of several 

defined measures). 

 

3. Does the Trust collect any information from distributors about where program bulbs are 
installed? If so, what type of end user contact information (name, phone, email, address, etc) is 



available? How complete is this information (i.e., what % of records contain complete contact 
information)? 

a. Yes.  Distributors collect job information at the time of sale from contractors for lamps 
sold through the upstream distributor program.  Job information includes at a minimum 
job name or address, town and a contact phone number. 

 
4. For the retail component, does the program track incentive levels, final product prices, and sales 

for all incentivized models? What are the minimum and maximum length of the sales tracking 
periods?  

See data dictionary Retail Lighting tab for data fields collected and recorded for retail 
lighting measures. Sales Beginning and Sales Ending are retailer/manufacturer specific 
but generally cover sales period of one to four weeks. See Data Definitions tab for 
project data fields and refer to the Retail Lighting column for program specific details.  
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VwiR8Annyhv9pZahIoIZAxMoUCDcycV9ZKMl
EUzPF4A/edit#gid=1728190597   

 
5. Does the retail program record the dates and locations of program-sponsored promotional 

events at participating retail stores? How about the placement of program bulbs on end caps or 
other promotional displays? 

a. Tabling promotions at retail stores are recorded with dates and locations. 
b. Bulb placement is not recorded. 

 
6. For the distributor component, does the program track incentive levels, final product prices, and 

sales for all incentivized models? What are the minimum and maximum length of the sales 
tracking periods?  

a. See data dictionary Distributor Lighting tab for data fields collected and recorded for 
distributor lighting measures. Sales Beginning and Sales Ending are distributor specific 
but generally cover sales period of one to four weeks. 
See Data Definitions tab for project data fields and refer to the Distributor Lighting 
column for program specific details.  
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VwiR8Annyhv9pZahIoIZAxMoUCDcycV9ZKMl
EUzPF4A/edit#gid=1728190597 
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